Therefore, determining the work that must be performed in the machine's managing processor is found to be important t,c: determjninq the performance of the rn+:t~i"~c. Since the KP time so overwhelms the DP time overlapping does not appear to be significant. Figure  5 shows the graphs of EQ1 for three values of k, the number of active DPs ( k = 1, k = 16, and k = 96) when the instruction rate of the MP is 1 mips, and of the DPs is 10 mips. The figures of k = 1, 16, and 96 were picked to show boundary conditions.
_________------------------------
We note from Figure  5 that the effective instruction rate is heavily affected by the amount of processing in the MP.
The curves in Figure 5 are surprising.
We We define three generic application types: the business system, the bibliographic search sgstem, and the statistical analysis system. These names are used to aid intuitive categorization, and do not imply that these are the complete set of application types. Since bibliographic search applications require long reads of relations, the overhead is small compared to the total amount of work in the Usual transaction.
Therefore, the time spent in the DPS can be assumed to be in the high part of Figure 5 ; with the percent of DP time at .9 OK greater.
Therefore, the single-DP system is optimal clearly not the system.
The differences in effective instruction rate in this end of the curve are highly sensitive to the pKopOKtiOn Of time in the MP; thus, if we can show that any of the remaining systems will have less management tasks, it tem.
will necessarily be the optimal sysTo perfoxm the restriction/projection function bibliographic application requires, the the cache-based systems must first brinq the data into the cache while the disk-based system Can perform the restriction/projection first, then bring the needed data into the cache. Therefore the cache-based more of MP must perform thedl;;nagement functions of scheduling * assignment, etc.
operations, buffer than the disk-based MP. In a hybrid system, the cache-based DPS would be idle since all the restriction/projection functions can be performed in the disk-based DPs. Therefore, the number of active DPs in a hybrid system would be the same as in the disk-based system, yet architecture the complex would require a higher management overhead. Therefore the disk-associated multiple DP system is best for the bibliographic search application.
--Business Applications
The business system is characterized by short queiies to highly structured data.
That is, since the query access paths are usually regular, the data can be stored such that it is structured for those access paths (e.g., hashed on account number, or with a Btree on employee name In MIMD systems the management task (therefore overhead) is increased, which, since the the curve in Figure  5 is below .5, may result in the MIMD system having worse performace than the single-processor system. Furthermore, in any disk-associated DP system the DPs are unavailable to assist with the overhead tasks. Therefore, the diskassociated DP system has a higher amount of MP work than the single DP system and may perform worse.
Cache-associated processors are usually tightly coupled to the data pages, as in both DIRECT and HAP. Therefore they cannot be used to process the overhead.
Furthermore, the business application queries fall on Figure  5 between the 0 and .5 marks, so an increase in the management functions of the machines may force the instruction effective rate of the multiple-DP machine to be less than that of the single DP machine.
The hybrid system can use DPs to perform single DP management 'functions, as the system does. However, the extra management functions incurred by the Complex structure of a hybrid system may result in an increase in MP time. Additionally, Figure  5 indicates that the performance of a multiple DP system iS so close to the single-DP system that the additional cost of the hybrid system may not be justified by its performance. Therefore, the single DP system is the best system for the business application. In true associative search processes, k = n and the 0 (n/k) operation is better than the 0 (log n) operation.
But for large n (where n is the number of tuples, n = 500 million is common), k = n DPs are impossible to obtain, therefore k << n, and O(log n) is always smaller than O(n/k) Therefore those operations which can use a single DP and indices will profit by doing so. 99.4 % of the work was in the data manipulation processes. This is be:dause the join was over two large relations, and required a great deal of processing.
Since, in the general case, the statistical analysis applications fall in the high end of Figure  5 , the single-DP system is not optimal for this application. 
